Also Available
Bulk Packs - 48 Infusers per box - 16 boxes per Master Case
        
12551 Flora (herbal tea)
12552 Oasis (green tea)
12553 Forte (black tea)
12561 Lapsang Souchong (black tea)
12565 China Gunpowder (green tea)
12567 White Ambrosia (white tea)
12568 Estate Darjeeling (black tea)
12572 SS Organic Cucumber Mint (organic green tea)
12573 SS Honey Yuzu (green tea)
12574 SS Lychee Coconut (white tea)
12575 SS Organic Cherry Marzipan (organic herbal tea)
12576 SS Swiss Apple (organic herbal tea)
12579 Lemon Vervain (herbal tea)
12590 Assorted - Herbal
Tea Over Ice®
16705 Lavender Citrus (white tea)
Accessories - Porcelain & Ceramic
20511 Tea Trays - Butter Yellow (64)
20512 Tea Trays - Bone White (64)
20500 Tea Trestle - Celery Green (48)
20501 Tea Trestle - White (48)
20600 Café cup in Wood Box (36)
20604 Café Cup Replacement Lids (6)
20719 Solstice Tea Pot with Band (24)
20712 Solstice Spare Lids (6)
20714 Solstice Tea Cup with Band (24)
20718 Solstice Metal Infuser (6)
Accessories - Glass
20920 Pressed Glass Tea Tray (64)
20900 SONTU® Tea Cup (24)
20910 SONTU® Tea Pot (24)
20912 SONTU® Spare Lids (6)
20941 Poom Double Wall Glass Cup (32)

Midwest Imports Ltd.
205 Fencl Lane, Hillside, Illinois 60162
To order: Call: (800) 621-3372 - Fax: (708) 236-3100
E-mail: orders@midwestimports.com

Gift Sets
17716 Solstice Ensemble (9)
17306 Tea Duet Gift Box (4)
17828 Skin Smart Gift Set (1)
17831 Café Cup/Petite RB Gift Set (4)
17832 Warming Spice Tea Brewing System (3)
17833 World of Teas Tea Brewing System (3)
17834 Coconut Teas Tea Brewing System (3)

Midwest Imports Ltd.
205 Fencl Lane, Hillside, Illinois 60162
To order: Call: (800) 621-3372 - Fax: (708) 236-3100
E-mail: orders@midwestimports.com

Loose Leaf Tea Trio

Pyramid Infusers
TF12509
LEMON SORBETTI 1/48 CT
Based on Italy’s most celebrated
sorbet, this green tea is married with
fragrantly fresh citrus and the
  "  %
A delicious taste of dessert any time
of the day.

TF12549
GINGER LEMONGRASS 1/48 CT
A soothing, multi-layered blend radiating
with sunny citrus notes enlivened with
the tingle of ginger. A fruity, bright cup
with a sweet lingering aftertaste.

TF12554
EARL GREY 1/48 CT
A symphony of robust Assam leaves
with a light liquoring of cold-pressed,
Italian Bergamot citrus. Our blend of
this classic tea has been carefully
 " "   # $%
should taste. Deeply aromatic with a
 "

TF12555
CITRUS MINT 1/48 CT
The smooth, pleasing combination of
citrus and peppermint orchestrates an
infusion rich with notes that are fragrant
 " +   *
delicious both hot and over ice.

TF12556
CHAMOMILE CITRON 1/48 CT
A relaxing and rejuvenating blend of sun
golden Egyptian chamomile blossoms and
rose hips, balanced with meadow-sweet
scents of lemongrass and mint. A delicate
and soothing infusion.

TF12560
TF12558
TF12569
TF12585
FORMOSA OOLONG 1/48 CT
ORANGE PEKOE 1/48 CT
AFRICAN SOLSTICE 1/48 CT
MOROCCAN MINT 1/48 CT
One of the world’s most sought
Finest quality example of high
From the soul of South Africa,
Cooling and aromatic, this tea blends
after and revered cups, this premier
mountain grown black tea leaves with a naturally caffeine-free, antioxidant-rich
fragrant nana mint leaves and
plucking of special grade, mountain
     rooibos herb blended with the taste of
hand-rolled rare gunpowder green tea for
grown tea is prized for its large leaves,
subtle citrus nuances in the nose are also
berries, blossoms, and a wisp
a refreshing and heady cup. This steep is
inviting liquor, roasted aroma and
present in the cup. The liquor is thick with
of sweet vanilla. A smooth and
delicious hot or as an iced tea.
    !   
        
delicious cup.
multiple infusions.

TF12563
JASMINE GREEN 1/48 CT
Rare and exceptional Yin Hao green tea
is married with intoxicatingly fragrant
jasmine blossoms. The scenting of the
tea is a meticulous process taking
several days, resulting in an exquisite
   '* 

TF12598
T 1/48 CT
BLUEBERRY MERLOT
Deep taste of succulent summer-sweet
blueberries with a wisp of sage to
heighten an excellent cup. Corkscrew
not required. Your purchase helps protect
fragile ecosystems.

TF12566
TF12564
BOMBAY CHAI 1/48 CT
SENCHA 1/48 CT
An invigorating blend of select Indian tea
Produced for the Japanese domestic
leaves blended with rich Imperial spices.
market, this superior grade green tea
Deep with the tingle of cardamom and
is plucked in early spring. Steamed to clove, this cup is delicious by itself or when
yield a bright cup with soothing taste,
prepared in true Bengal fashion with milk
fresh green vegetal notes and lively nutty
and sugar.
tones.

TF12557
BLACK CURRANT 1/48 CT
Finest quality black tea leaves
superbly blended with the bright
fruity taste of just-picked currants.
A delectable, lush cup with
soothingly sweet blackberry
"  *    "
"     

TF12559
ENGLISH BREAKFAST 1/48 CT
A robust full-bodied cup with a
concentrated character of malt and deep
undertones that welcome a bit of milk and
sugar. Satisfying and delicious, this tea is
a great breakfast cup that can be enjoyed
throughout the day.

TF12570
GREEN MANGO PEACH 1/48 CT
Superior green tea leaves blended with
cooling peppermint leaves, the heady
nectar of mangos and the lush, succulent sweet taste of peach for a sunny
indulgent cup.

TF12562
DECAF BREAKFAST 1/48 CT
A naturally-decaffeinated hearty
 *   " %   
steeps a robust, invigorating liquor with
a lingering rich, raisiny depth.
Wonderful with or without a
splash of milk.

TF12577
WHITE GINGER PEAR 1/48 CT
Rarest Pai Mu Tan white tea is plucked
in early spring from a special varietal tea
bush called “chaicha”. Blended with the
sweet taste of juicy orchard fresh pear and
the tingle of spicy ginger for a delicate and
delighting infusion.

TF15003 HERBAL 1/4 CT
African Solstice
From the soul of South Africa, naturally caffeine-free,
antioxidant-rich rooibos herb blended with the taste of
berries, blossoms, and a wisp of sweet vanilla.
A smooth and delicious cup.
Mojito Marmalade
A tropical oasis of lush citrus with refreshing notes of
spearmint and the natural sweetness of high-mountain
grown South African rooibos.
Harvest Apple Spice
Enjoy a trip through the orchard with the luscious taste
of apples brightened with notes of berries, cinnamon and
clove for a sweet and savory brew.

TF12582
ORCHID VANILLA 1/48 CT
Exceptional black tea leaves
blended with Madagascar vanilla
and delicate shavings of
tropical coconut. Delicious and
'%   <  * 
      
of an island getaway.
TF17305
Rejuvenation Gift Set
1/1 CT
Rejuvenate someone special with this elegant
“tea for one” gift set.
Tea Forte’s signature porcelain Café Cup, a
ceramic Tea Tray and Petite Ribbon Box
Sampler help transform an afternoon cup of tea
into a rejuvenating ritual of quiet contemplation.
This gift set comes in a keepsake green
clamshell box.

TF15002 BLACK 1/4 CT
Bombay Chai
An invigorating blend of select Indian tea leaves
blended with rich Imperial spices. Deep with the tingle
of cardamom and clove, this cup is delicious by itself
or when prepared in true Bengal fashion with milk
and sugar.

 
Finest Ceylon tea leaves with the taste of rich dark
chocolate enrobed with hints of hazelnut deliver a
euphoric, confectionary cup. This enticing blend
elevates a cup of tea into the realm of dessert.
Sweet Orange Spice
An enticing rich black tea with the sweet, exotic taste
of mandarin oranges, accented with zingy notes of
cinnamon, A richly aromatic cup.

TF15001 GREEN 1/4 CT
Green Mango Peach
Superior green tea leaves blended with cooling peppermint
leaves, the heady nectar of mangos and the lush, succulent
sweet taste of peach for a sunny indulgent cup.
Lemon Sorbetti
Based on Italy’s most celebrated sorbet, this green tea
is married with fragrantly fresh citrus and the sweetness
 "  %+"    "  %
time of the day.
Moroccan Mint
Cooling and aromatic, this tea blends fragrant
nana mint leaves and hand-rolled rare
gunpowder green tea for a refreshing and
heady cup. This steep is delicious hot or
as an iced tea.

Tea-Over-Ice

TF12581
RASPBERRY NECTAR 1/48 CT
The sweet juicy taste of garden-ripe
raspberries is beautifully blended with
       
!  ;"*"    
TF16701
CEYLON GOLD
TOI INFUSER
1/40 CT
Specially blended to be
 ;  "*  %  
Gold iced tea raises the bar.
Clean and bright with a hint of
astringency.

TF12584
COCO TRUFFLE 1/48 CT
A deeply rich chocolate brew, airy with
fennel, licorice and cardamom to produce
a soothing, guilt-free indulgence.
Seductively delicious, this is a
confectionary cup that delights the
palate and treats the soul.


   
Finest Ceylon tea leaves with the taste
of rich dark chocolate enrobed with hints
of hazelnut deliver a euphoric,
confectionary cup. This enticing blend
elevates a cup of tea into the realm of
dessert.
Sweet Ginger Plum {Herbal Tea}
A delicious botanical blend of tangy
hibiscus with the deep resonance of
 '* % "* " 
TF17831
the tingle of cinnamon and warmth of
Winter Spice Teas Gift Set
ginger.
1/1 CT
This edition gift ensemble features a festive      
Covered Teacup, perfect for brewing a most An enticing rich black tea with the sweet,
elegant cup. The Petite Ribbon Box contains exotic taste of mandarin oranges,
accented with zingy notes of cinnamon,
ten infusers of our teas.
A richly aromatic cup.
Winter Chai {Herbal Tea}
Harvest Apple Spice {Herbal Tea}
Classic spices familiar to chai drinkers
Enjoy a trip through the orchard with the
evoke the aromas of the holidays in this
luscious taste of apples brightened with
crimson rooibos herbal.
notes of berries, cinnamon and clove for a
sweet and savory brew.

TF16703
RASPBERRY
NECTAR TOI INFUSER
1/40 CT
Specially blended to be
 ;  "*  %"
 ' "  
with succulent raspberry and a
touch of blackberry.

TF16704
WHITE GINGER
PEAR TOI INFUSER
1/40 CT
Rarest Pai Mu Tan white tea is
plucked in early spring from a
special varietal tea bush called
“chaicha”. Blended with the sweet
taste of juicy orchard fresh pear
and the tingle of spicy ginger for a
delicate and delighting infusion.

TF16702
POMEGRANATE
BLACKBERRY
TOI INFUSER
1/40 CT
Specially blended to be
 ;  "* 
Ceylon estate tea is
enhanced with
lively pomegranate and
summer berry notes.

TF20940
DOUBLE PITCHER SYSTEM
1/1 CT
Two sculpturally designed, heat
resistant glass pitchers stack for
a dramatic tableside presentation.
New pricing and redesigned
packaging. Brews 24 oz.

Accessories

Gift Sets
TF12583
VIENNA CINNAMON 1/48 CT
Naturally sweet cinnamon blended
       
spicy-sweet balance that surprises
 "      
the palate.

A charming and convenient way to get to know loose leaf teas a bit better.
Approximately 10 cups of tea per blend

TF20716
TRIBECA EBONIZED TRAY
1/1 CT
Sleek, modern and jet black.
This ebonized hardwood tray
showcases the Solstice
presentation.

TF20003
PRESENTATION TRAY
1/1 CT
A modern approach to tableside
or banquet presentation.
A solid hardwood tray with polished
metal inlays. Holds 24 infusers.
12.5 x 9.0 x 0.8”

TF20602
MAPLE OVAL TRAY
1/1 CT
This artful, maple serving tray is
designed to generously hold a Café
Cup, Tea Tray and
Sugar & Creamer.

TF20704
SUGAR & CREAMER SET
1/1 CT
Our porcelain Sugar & Creamer
combine natural forms with
geometric simplicity. Available
as a set.

TF20715
SOLSTICE TEACUP & SAUCER
1/6 CT
This elegant porcelain teacup is
complemented by a contemporary
square saucer. Styled to coordinate
with the Solstice Teapot. 6 oz.

TF20713
SOLSTICE TEAPOT
1/6 CT
The porcelain Solstice teapot is
at home in any setting.
A hole in the lid reveals our
signature leaf. 12 oz.

TF20509
TEA TRAYS - CELERY
GREEN
1/2 CT
Our Tea Trays, perfect for
capturing drips after brewing.

TF20603
CAFE CUP
1/6 CT
An elegant porcelain teacup ensemble.
The custom cover keeps the tea hot while
brewing and reveals our signature
leaf. Lid easily converts to saucer. Serves 8 oz.

TF20001
PRESENTATION CASE
1/1 CT
The Presentation cases are made from
beautiful solid wood with a rich mahogany
  = ">%'"  
(not included).

TF30205
ACRYLIC STAND
1/1 CT
Fast and easy to access
for event pack tea sleeves.
This kitchen stand will keep your
blends organized.

Loose Leaf Tea Trio

Pyramid Infusers
TF12509
LEMON SORBETTI 1/48 CT
Based on Italy’s most celebrated
sorbet, this green tea is married with
fragrantly fresh citrus and the
  "  %
A delicious taste of dessert any time
of the day.

TF12549
GINGER LEMONGRASS 1/48 CT
A soothing, multi-layered blend radiating
with sunny citrus notes enlivened with
the tingle of ginger. A fruity, bright cup
with a sweet lingering aftertaste.

TF12554
EARL GREY 1/48 CT
A symphony of robust Assam leaves
with a light liquoring of cold-pressed,
Italian Bergamot citrus. Our blend of
this classic tea has been carefully
 " "   # $%
should taste. Deeply aromatic with a
 "

TF12555
CITRUS MINT 1/48 CT
The smooth, pleasing combination of
citrus and peppermint orchestrates an
infusion rich with notes that are fragrant
 " +   *
delicious both hot and over ice.

TF12556
CHAMOMILE CITRON 1/48 CT
A relaxing and rejuvenating blend of sun
golden Egyptian chamomile blossoms and
rose hips, balanced with meadow-sweet
scents of lemongrass and mint. A delicate
and soothing infusion.

TF12560
TF12558
TF12569
TF12585
FORMOSA OOLONG 1/48 CT
ORANGE PEKOE 1/48 CT
AFRICAN SOLSTICE 1/48 CT
MOROCCAN MINT 1/48 CT
One of the world’s most sought
Finest quality example of high
From the soul of South Africa,
Cooling and aromatic, this tea blends
after and revered cups, this premier
mountain grown black tea leaves with a naturally caffeine-free, antioxidant-rich
fragrant nana mint leaves and
plucking of special grade, mountain
     rooibos herb blended with the taste of
hand-rolled rare gunpowder green tea for
grown tea is prized for its large leaves,
subtle citrus nuances in the nose are also
berries, blossoms, and a wisp
a refreshing and heady cup. This steep is
inviting liquor, roasted aroma and
present in the cup. The liquor is thick with
of sweet vanilla. A smooth and
delicious hot or as an iced tea.
    !   
        
delicious cup.
multiple infusions.

TF12563
JASMINE GREEN 1/48 CT
Rare and exceptional Yin Hao green tea
is married with intoxicatingly fragrant
jasmine blossoms. The scenting of the
tea is a meticulous process taking
several days, resulting in an exquisite
   '* 

TF12598
T 1/48 CT
BLUEBERRY MERLOT
Deep taste of succulent summer-sweet
blueberries with a wisp of sage to
heighten an excellent cup. Corkscrew
not required. Your purchase helps protect
fragile ecosystems.

TF12566
TF12564
BOMBAY CHAI 1/48 CT
SENCHA 1/48 CT
An invigorating blend of select Indian tea
Produced for the Japanese domestic
leaves blended with rich Imperial spices.
market, this superior grade green tea
Deep with the tingle of cardamom and
is plucked in early spring. Steamed to clove, this cup is delicious by itself or when
yield a bright cup with soothing taste,
prepared in true Bengal fashion with milk
fresh green vegetal notes and lively nutty
and sugar.
tones.

TF12557
BLACK CURRANT 1/48 CT
Finest quality black tea leaves
superbly blended with the bright
fruity taste of just-picked currants.
A delectable, lush cup with
soothingly sweet blackberry
"  *    "
"     

TF12559
ENGLISH BREAKFAST 1/48 CT
A robust full-bodied cup with a
concentrated character of malt and deep
undertones that welcome a bit of milk and
sugar. Satisfying and delicious, this tea is
a great breakfast cup that can be enjoyed
throughout the day.

TF12570
GREEN MANGO PEACH 1/48 CT
Superior green tea leaves blended with
cooling peppermint leaves, the heady
nectar of mangos and the lush, succulent sweet taste of peach for a sunny
indulgent cup.

TF12562
DECAF BREAKFAST 1/48 CT
A naturally-decaffeinated hearty
 *   " %   
steeps a robust, invigorating liquor with
a lingering rich, raisiny depth.
Wonderful with or without a
splash of milk.

TF12577
WHITE GINGER PEAR 1/48 CT
Rarest Pai Mu Tan white tea is plucked
in early spring from a special varietal tea
bush called “chaicha”. Blended with the
sweet taste of juicy orchard fresh pear and
the tingle of spicy ginger for a delicate and
delighting infusion.

TF15003 HERBAL 1/4 CT
African Solstice
From the soul of South Africa, naturally caffeine-free,
antioxidant-rich rooibos herb blended with the taste of
berries, blossoms, and a wisp of sweet vanilla.
A smooth and delicious cup.
Mojito Marmalade
A tropical oasis of lush citrus with refreshing notes of
spearmint and the natural sweetness of high-mountain
grown South African rooibos.
Harvest Apple Spice
Enjoy a trip through the orchard with the luscious taste
of apples brightened with notes of berries, cinnamon and
clove for a sweet and savory brew.

TF12582
ORCHID VANILLA 1/48 CT
Exceptional black tea leaves
blended with Madagascar vanilla
and delicate shavings of
tropical coconut. Delicious and
'%   <  * 
      
of an island getaway.
TF17305
Rejuvenation Gift Set
1/1 CT
Rejuvenate someone special with this elegant
“tea for one” gift set.
Tea Forte’s signature porcelain Café Cup, a
ceramic Tea Tray and Petite Ribbon Box
Sampler help transform an afternoon cup of tea
into a rejuvenating ritual of quiet contemplation.
This gift set comes in a keepsake green
clamshell box.

TF15002 BLACK 1/4 CT
Bombay Chai
An invigorating blend of select Indian tea leaves
blended with rich Imperial spices. Deep with the tingle
of cardamom and clove, this cup is delicious by itself
or when prepared in true Bengal fashion with milk
and sugar.

 
Finest Ceylon tea leaves with the taste of rich dark
chocolate enrobed with hints of hazelnut deliver a
euphoric, confectionary cup. This enticing blend
elevates a cup of tea into the realm of dessert.
Sweet Orange Spice
An enticing rich black tea with the sweet, exotic taste
of mandarin oranges, accented with zingy notes of
cinnamon, A richly aromatic cup.

TF15001 GREEN 1/4 CT
Green Mango Peach
Superior green tea leaves blended with cooling peppermint
leaves, the heady nectar of mangos and the lush, succulent
sweet taste of peach for a sunny indulgent cup.
Lemon Sorbetti
Based on Italy’s most celebrated sorbet, this green tea
is married with fragrantly fresh citrus and the sweetness
 "  %+"    "  %
time of the day.
Moroccan Mint
Cooling and aromatic, this tea blends fragrant
nana mint leaves and hand-rolled rare
gunpowder green tea for a refreshing and
heady cup. This steep is delicious hot or
as an iced tea.

Tea-Over-Ice

TF12581
RASPBERRY NECTAR 1/48 CT
The sweet juicy taste of garden-ripe
raspberries is beautifully blended with
       
!  ;"*"    
TF16701
CEYLON GOLD
TOI INFUSER
1/40 CT
Specially blended to be
 ;  "*  %  
Gold iced tea raises the bar.
Clean and bright with a hint of
astringency.

TF12584
COCO TRUFFLE 1/48 CT
A deeply rich chocolate brew, airy with
fennel, licorice and cardamom to produce
a soothing, guilt-free indulgence.
Seductively delicious, this is a
confectionary cup that delights the
palate and treats the soul.


   
Finest Ceylon tea leaves with the taste
of rich dark chocolate enrobed with hints
of hazelnut deliver a euphoric,
confectionary cup. This enticing blend
elevates a cup of tea into the realm of
dessert.
Sweet Ginger Plum {Herbal Tea}
A delicious botanical blend of tangy
hibiscus with the deep resonance of
 '* % "* " 
TF17831
the tingle of cinnamon and warmth of
Winter Spice Teas Gift Set
ginger.
1/1 CT
This edition gift ensemble features a festive      
Covered Teacup, perfect for brewing a most An enticing rich black tea with the sweet,
elegant cup. The Petite Ribbon Box contains exotic taste of mandarin oranges,
accented with zingy notes of cinnamon,
ten infusers of our teas.
A richly aromatic cup.
Winter Chai {Herbal Tea}
Harvest Apple Spice {Herbal Tea}
Classic spices familiar to chai drinkers
Enjoy a trip through the orchard with the
evoke the aromas of the holidays in this
luscious taste of apples brightened with
crimson rooibos herbal.
notes of berries, cinnamon and clove for a
sweet and savory brew.

TF16703
RASPBERRY
NECTAR TOI INFUSER
1/40 CT
Specially blended to be
 ;  "*  %"
 ' "  
with succulent raspberry and a
touch of blackberry.

TF16704
WHITE GINGER
PEAR TOI INFUSER
1/40 CT
Rarest Pai Mu Tan white tea is
plucked in early spring from a
special varietal tea bush called
“chaicha”. Blended with the sweet
taste of juicy orchard fresh pear
and the tingle of spicy ginger for a
delicate and delighting infusion.

TF16702
POMEGRANATE
BLACKBERRY
TOI INFUSER
1/40 CT
Specially blended to be
 ;  "* 
Ceylon estate tea is
enhanced with
lively pomegranate and
summer berry notes.

TF20940
DOUBLE PITCHER SYSTEM
1/1 CT
Two sculpturally designed, heat
resistant glass pitchers stack for
a dramatic tableside presentation.
New pricing and redesigned
packaging. Brews 24 oz.

Accessories

Gift Sets
TF12583
VIENNA CINNAMON 1/48 CT
Naturally sweet cinnamon blended
       
spicy-sweet balance that surprises
 "      
the palate.

A charming and convenient way to get to know loose leaf teas a bit better.
Approximately 10 cups of tea per blend

TF20716
TRIBECA EBONIZED TRAY
1/1 CT
Sleek, modern and jet black.
This ebonized hardwood tray
showcases the Solstice
presentation.

TF20003
PRESENTATION TRAY
1/1 CT
A modern approach to tableside
or banquet presentation.
A solid hardwood tray with polished
metal inlays. Holds 24 infusers.
12.5 x 9.0 x 0.8”

TF20602
MAPLE OVAL TRAY
1/1 CT
This artful, maple serving tray is
designed to generously hold a Café
Cup, Tea Tray and
Sugar & Creamer.

TF20704
SUGAR & CREAMER SET
1/1 CT
Our porcelain Sugar & Creamer
combine natural forms with
geometric simplicity. Available
as a set.

TF20715
SOLSTICE TEACUP & SAUCER
1/6 CT
This elegant porcelain teacup is
complemented by a contemporary
square saucer. Styled to coordinate
with the Solstice Teapot. 6 oz.

TF20713
SOLSTICE TEAPOT
1/6 CT
The porcelain Solstice teapot is
at home in any setting.
A hole in the lid reveals our
signature leaf. 12 oz.

TF20509
TEA TRAYS - CELERY
GREEN
1/2 CT
Our Tea Trays, perfect for
capturing drips after brewing.

TF20603
CAFE CUP
1/6 CT
An elegant porcelain teacup ensemble.
The custom cover keeps the tea hot while
brewing and reveals our signature
leaf. Lid easily converts to saucer. Serves 8 oz.

TF20001
PRESENTATION CASE
1/1 CT
The Presentation cases are made from
beautiful solid wood with a rich mahogany
  = ">%'"  
(not included).

TF30205
ACRYLIC STAND
1/1 CT
Fast and easy to access
for event pack tea sleeves.
This kitchen stand will keep your
blends organized.

Also Available
Bulk Packs - 48 Infusers per box - 16 boxes per Master Case
        
12551 Flora (herbal tea)
12552 Oasis (green tea)
12553 Forte (black tea)
12561 Lapsang Souchong (black tea)
12565 China Gunpowder (green tea)
12567 White Ambrosia (white tea)
12568 Estate Darjeeling (black tea)
12572 SS Organic Cucumber Mint (organic green tea)
12573 SS Honey Yuzu (green tea)
12574 SS Lychee Coconut (white tea)
12575 SS Organic Cherry Marzipan (organic herbal tea)
12576 SS Swiss Apple (organic herbal tea)
12579 Lemon Vervain (herbal tea)
12590 Assorted - Herbal
Tea Over Ice®
16705 Lavender Citrus (white tea)
Accessories - Porcelain & Ceramic
20511 Tea Trays - Butter Yellow (64)
20512 Tea Trays - Bone White (64)
20500 Tea Trestle - Celery Green (48)
20501 Tea Trestle - White (48)
20600 Café cup in Wood Box (36)
20604 Café Cup Replacement Lids (6)
20719 Solstice Tea Pot with Band (24)
20712 Solstice Spare Lids (6)
20714 Solstice Tea Cup with Band (24)
20718 Solstice Metal Infuser (6)
Accessories - Glass
20920 Pressed Glass Tea Tray (64)
20900 SONTU® Tea Cup (24)
20910 SONTU® Tea Pot (24)
20912 SONTU® Spare Lids (6)
20941 Poom Double Wall Glass Cup (32)

Midwest Imports Ltd.
205 Fencl Lane, Hillside, Illinois 60162
To order: Call: (800) 621-3372 - Fax: (708) 236-3100
E-mail: orders@midwestimports.com

Gift Sets
17716 Solstice Ensemble (9)
17306 Tea Duet Gift Box (4)
17828 Skin Smart Gift Set (1)
17831 Café Cup/Petite RB Gift Set (4)
17832 Warming Spice Tea Brewing System (3)
17833 World of Teas Tea Brewing System (3)
17834 Coconut Teas Tea Brewing System (3)

Midwest Imports Ltd.
205 Fencl Lane, Hillside, Illinois 60162
To order: Call: (800) 621-3372 - Fax: (708) 236-3100
E-mail: orders@midwestimports.com

